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ABSTRACT
Results that do not confirm expectations are generally referred to as “negative” results. While essential for scientific progress, they are too rarely reported in the literature - Brain-Machine Interface (BMI) research is no exception. This led us to organize a workshop on BMI negative results during the 2018 International BCI meeting. The outcomes of this workshop are reported herein. First, we demonstrate why (valid) negative results are useful, and even necessary for BMIs. These results can be used to confirm or disprove current BMI knowledge, or to refine current theories. Second, we provide concrete examples of such useful negative results, including the limits in BMI-control for complete locked-in users and predictors of motor imagery BMI performances. Finally, we suggest levers to promote the diffusion of (valid) BMI negative results, e.g., promoting hypothesis-driven research using valid statistical tools, organizing special issues dedicated to BMI negative results, or convincing institutions and editors that negative results are valuable.
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1. Introduction

Negative results can be defined as “results that do not confirm expectations” [1]. For instance, they include results of an experiment or an evaluation of a new method...
that do not improve upon the state-of-the-art in terms of performance. They also include data from an experiment that did not confirm the hypothesis from which the experiment originated. While negative results are an unavoidable part of science, they tend to be less and less reported in scientific publications in general [1]. Indeed, Fanelli reported that “The overall frequency of positive supports has grown by over 22% between 1990 and 2007”, meaning that there is an increasingly strong bias towards publishing positive results only.

Yet, it is widely acknowledged that valid [1] negative results are useful and even necessary for scientific progress [2–4]. Thus, negative results should certainly be useful for Brain-Machine Interface (BMI) research as well, especially since it is a young research field, in which most remains to be discovered and invented. Nonetheless, to the best of our knowledge, there have not been any dedicated publication discussing the status and value of negative results for BMI research. Moreover, according to the experience of the authors of this paper, BMI research also suffers, like other disciplines, from a bias towards reporting positive results only. In other words, currently, very few negative BMI research results seem to be published. This raises a number of questions: Why should we report negative results in BMI research? Are some unpublished negative results already relevant and useful? How to make sure that negative results are relevant? How to exploit and promote negative results in BMI research?

In order to answer these questions, we organized a workshop dedicated to negative results as part of the International Brain-Computer Interface Meeting 2018 in Asilomar, California, USA. The present paper aims at summarizing the findings and discussions from this workshop and the follow-up work that has been led by the participants. In particular, this paper aims at 1) presenting the value and usefulness of negative results, in science in general and in BMI research in particular (Section 2.1); 2) at presenting some existing negative results in BMI research - to illustrate concretely their importance and usefulness (Section 3); and 3) at proposing ways to promote the dissemination of negative BMI results, to enable the field to further progress (Section 4). Altogether, our goal with this manuscript is to contribute to the improvement of the scientific quality and diversity of BMI research, by encouraging the publication of relevant and valid scientific results, be these results positive or negative.

2. Negative results are valuable

As mentioned herein-above, negative results are results that can be useful and, most often, even necessary for scientific progress, e.g., to obtain new knowledge and develop new methods [2–4]. This is true for science in general, as depicted in Section 2.1, as well as for BMI in particular, as presented in Section 2.2 below.

2.1. Negative results are valuable in science in general

When a given experiment leads to negative results, whatever the scientific field, it may not be a priority to report them, particularly when the results do not seem to
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In this manuscript, when we mention scientific results, whether positive or negative, we generally (unless stated otherwise) assume that they are scientifically valid, i.e., that they originate from rigorous scientific studies, and are free of bias and confounding factors. Indeed, for both positive and negative results to be relevant and useful, they naturally first need to be scientifically valid. Thus, for the sake of conciseness, in the remainder of this manuscript, both the terms "negative results" and "positive results" refer to "valid negative results" and "valid positive results".
improve upon the state-of-the-art, e.g., in terms of performance. However, reporting
them would spare other researchers unaware of them from wasting time, money and
energy in conducting the same studies again. Actually, many labs at different points in
time and space may work or may have worked on the same problems, all obtaining the
same negative results unknowingly, if none of them reported those negative results.
To ensure an efficient use of scientific resources and thus a more efficient scientific
research worldwide, it is thus necessary to report negative results.

Additionally, any published scientific result, even sometimes a widespread one,
might be a false positive (i.e., a study erroneously showed that a hypothesis was
confirmed) or a false negative (a hypothesis was disproved when it was actually true)
due to chance. In other words, as Ioannidis mentioned, some published results may be
perpetuated fallacies, i.e., a piece of knowledge is repeatedly hold to be true by the
community when it is actually not, while some genuine results may be left uncon-
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confirmed [5]. This is more likely to be case if this result was obtained on a small sample
size population (see also next section for more details on that specific point). These
errors cannot be corrected with a positive-only bias. For instance, replication studies
obtaining different results than those already published are rarely reported, see, e.g.,
[6,7] for examples from the field of psychology. Moreover, and unfortunately, it should
be acknowledged that scientific fraud or misconduct do happen, and even more often
that we would like to believe, see, e.g., [8] for psychology. This also leads to published
results that are actually false positives or negatives. All this thus makes the report-
ing of negative results necessary to identify such false positives or false negatives in
science, and thus to contribute to make science self-correcting, as it should be [5,9].
Naturally, this also stresses the importance of good scientific practices.

In addition to enable us to correct science, by detecting published results that cannot
be confirmed, negative results also enable us to refine science, and in particular to refine
current models and theories from a given field. Indeed, negative results are necessary
to identify where and when a method or a theory is valid, and where and when it is
not. In other words, such results enable us to identify the scope of application, the
contexts in which some methods will be useful, and the boundaries of some models
and theories.

Finally, it should be stressed that failure is part of the research process, where
substantial progress is achieved by trials-and-errors, and where scientists explore
uncharted areas of knowledge. Moreover, science targets discovery and the generation
of new knowledge, which requires to take risks. Such process inevitably leads to
some failure to improve beyond the state-of-the-art, and to unexpected results - thus
including numerous negative results. As scientists, we should learn from these failures
and thus from negative results, to push our fields forward [10].

2.2. Negative results are valuable in BMI in particular

As for any scientific research field, negative results can thus be valuable for BMI re-
search, for the reasons mentioned above. Additionally, some properties of BMI research
make negative results even more valuable and necessary for this field.

First, there is a large between-user and within-user variability observed in BMI,
in terms of brain activity patterns, BMI performances, signal processing method ef-

2Well known historical examples of perpetuated fallacies include when physicists believed the Earth to be flat
or that the Sun orbited around the Earth.
ficiency or in terms of user learning, among other\cite{11,12}. It means that a method that has proven efficient in a given context might not be suitable in another one. It also means that some results obtained on a given set of users or with a given signal processing or feedback method, for instance, may be valid only for this population and method, and might not be adequate for other users or with other methods. For instance, in\cite{12}, the authors have revealed that the Filter Bank Common Spatial Patterns (FBCSP) method—a widely used and efficient signal processing method for EEG-based BMIs—has won several BMI competitions\cite{15}, can indeed perform much better than CSP on many data sets, but also significantly worse on some other data sets, at least when using cross-validation for performance evaluation. Similarly, while many classification methods seem to be very efficient for offline BMI analysis, the methods actually used for online BMI are generally different, and often simpler\cite{13}. Another example of the importance of discussing alternative interpretations is the case of the ‘rotational dynamics’ observed in intracranial recordings in pre-motor areas and their link to behaviour\cite{16,17}. These examples highlight the fact that we need negative results in order to identify in which context a given method is the most suitable.

Second, BMI studies are most often associated to small sample sizes, generally between 10 to 20 participants in EEG and as few as 2 in intracranial BMIs. These small sample sizes are likely to result in underpowered studies, which can, on the one hand, lead to false negative/positive outcomes. Moreover, on the other hand, the “statistically significant” results from underpowered studies have substantially lower positive predictive value, i.e., likelihood of reflecting an actual difference\cite{18}. Furthermore, small sample sizes tend to exaggerate effect sizes through the “winner’s curse”\cite{19}. This exaggeration is dangerous as it can lead to an overstatement of clinical importance as well as leading future investigators to design further underpowered studies\cite{18}. We thus need negative results being reported to confirm or disprove published results from underpowered BMI studies and provide evidence of the adequacy—or lack thereof—of previously accepted approaches.

Last but not least, BMI research is still a relatively young field, and as such a field still lacking models and theories to explain the results observed or to guide the choice of particular methods. Indeed, while we (the BMI research community) do have experimental results about some factors explaining, e.g., performance variabilities between or within users or about how users learn to control BMIs\cite{14,20,21}, we have very few actual theories or models explaining why it is so, and how to influence that in practice and precisely\cite{3}. We also lack models or theories explaining why a given machine learning or signal processing algorithm works well on some users or some BMI paradigms, but not so well on some others. Yet, models and theories are essential to structure, conceptualize and guide a research endeavour towards further progress\cite{26}. We thus need both positive and negative results to build, refine and contextualize such models and theories. We indeed cannot build such theories with positive results only, as we need to compare various theories, identify which ones are valid and which ones are not, and identify their scope as well as the limits of their application. This, again, requires negative results (as well as positive ones of course).

In summary, reporting negative results could enable everyone to save time and resources, and could help us to identify false negatives and false positives in published results, to validate and refine existing knowledge and tools. This is particularly use-
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\[3\] Some works in that direction include\cite{22,23} for BMI or\cite{24,25} for Neurofeedback
ful for BMI research in which the large variabilities observed and the typically small sample sizes used makes already published results in need for being confirmed or disproved, possibly with negative results. Finally, BMI research being critically lacking models and theories, it needs both positive and negative results to build and refine them.

3. Examples of useful negative results in BMI

As mentioned in the introduction, negative results can be defined as “results that do not confirm expectations”. In this section, we introduce four concrete examples of negative results in the field of BMIs in order to illustrate that they can be useful to the BMI community. These examples highlight results that are not significant, results that contradict the literature, incomplete results and unexpected results.

Some obtained results may seem to contradict previous publications. Except for replication studies, many parameters can change between two studies, starting with the influence that the experimenter can have on the users understanding, motivation and confidence [27,28]. Indeed, especially in studies involving human beings, users and experimenters can have a notable influence on the results. As an example, Rimbert et al. [29] have conducted an experiment whose goal was to confirm the effectiveness of the use of subjective questionnaires, such as the Motor Imagery Questionnaire Revised-Second Edition (MIQ-RS), to estimate the performance of a Motor Imagery (MI)-based BMI. Predicting a subject’s ability to use a BMI is one of the major issues in the BMI domain. To be relevant, BMI applications should be able to adapt to the needs and expectations of the user. The authors recorded EEG signals from 35 healthy volunteers during MI-BMI use. The subjects had previously completed the MIQ-RS questionnaire. They conducted an offline analysis to assess the correlation between the questionnaire scores related to Kinesthetic and Motor imagery tasks and the BMI performances, using four different classification methods. The results revealed that BMI performance correlated with participants’ habits and frequency of manual activities practice. Nonetheless, no significant correlation was revealed between BMI performance and the MIQ-RS scores, unlike previously reported studies [30,31]. However, as mentioned above, there were a few differences between these three studies. Thus, these results should not necessarily be considered as negative results just because they contradict previous studies. Gathering results from several studies targeting the same factors will help to understand the factors actually having an influence. Ideally, publishing the protocol details (hardware and software used, environmental conditions, number and type of experimenters, . . . ) and sharing the code used and the data collected would allow other scientists to properly replicate studies, to enlarge the sample size, and to identify possible confounding factors.

Nevertheless, replication studies can also be difficult to publish. In one recent study, the authors from Kansas State University attempted to replicate previous demonstrations of BMIs for affective classification using the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) as stimuli [32]. Participants rated each picture for different affective dimensions (valence, arousal, and dominance) using a self-assessment manikin (SAM) [33]. Classification was performed using literature-based features and techniques. The initial results seemed encouraging, with some users achieving greater than 80% accuracy on multiple axes in a binary high/low classification approach; most participants had performance statistically significantly above 50%. However, upon examining the data, the investigators discovered substantial response bias for each participant. The
response bias was so severe that an unskilled classifier, which simply guessed the most common class without considering EEG data, performed as well as the proposed system. Despite the important observation that consideration of response bias is required, and that many prior studies have not taken it properly into account, the team has had difficulties publishing the results because they are not statistically significant by the team’s own metric.

Some other studies can clearly show an effect produced by a given method, however without being fully able to explain it. In these cases, researchers can be reluctant to publish their results. The BMI domain is a multidisciplinary field requiring expertise in biology, physiology, signal processing, machine learning, computer science and psychology, among others. Therefore, suitable interpretations could also come from the community, after such uninterpreted results have been published. Publishing these unexplained results could thus also help to increase our knowledge. For example, Rimbert and al. [34] evaluated the influence of an hypnotic condition on Event Related Desynchronization/Synchronization (ERD/ERS) patterns during a kinesthetic motor imagery (KMI) task. Indeed, hypnotic inductions using Ericksonian suggestions can make the user feel simultaneously more relaxed and more focused on the mental task, and therefore could be used to increase BMI performance. To investigate this issue, 19 right-handed healthy subjects performed a KMI of the right hand during two randomized sessions: in normal and hypnotic conditions. Their results suggested that the state of hypnosis shortened the ERD phase in the sensorimotor frequency bands, assuming a change in the activation of the motor cortex during the hypnotized state and thus a worst detection of the kinesthetic motor imagery. These results prompted the authors not to recommend using hypnosis for motor imagery-based BMI applications, even though the underlying psychological and physiological phenomena are not fully understood yet. Further studies on the effects of alteration of consciousness methods such as meditation and sophrology may help identify the origin of this finding.

In the field of BMIs for individuals with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), the reporting of negative results has been essential for recent progress. After initially promising results in patients who had not yet entered the completely locked-in (CLIS) state of ALS [35], the failure to establish BMI-based communication in CLIS-ALS patients prompted Kübler et al. to formulate their influential hypothesis on the extinction of goal-directed thinking in complete paralysis [36]. Only recently, various research groups have started to carefully document which skills are (not) preserved once patients enter the CLIS. Specifically, Okahara et al. reported evidence for a CLIS-ALS patient to retain the capacity for command-following. They could not, however, establish goal-directed communication [37]. Goal-directed communication with an ALS patient was recently reported by Han et al. [38], but this result could not be reproduced in a follow-up study four months later. As there is no reason to assume that ALS ceases to progress once patients have entered the CLIS, and recent evidence pointing to a collapse of the frequency of the α-rhythm in long-term CLIS-ALS patients [39], well-documented negative results are essential to foster a deeper understanding regarding which skills CLIS-ALS patients retain—and for how long.

Interestingly enough, whether CLIS-ALS patients can in fact use a BMI for communication was actually a recent topic of debate in the BMI community. Indeed, two different groups obtained different results on the same fNIRS (functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy) data of CLIS-ALS patients. One group obtained a positive result (CLIS-ALS patients can use a BMI) while the other obtained a negative result (CLIS-ALS patients cannot use a BMI) when re-analyzing the same data [40-42,43]. This thus again illustrates the need to report both positive and negative results, to clarify what
such patients can actually do or not.

4. Encouraging and promoting the dissemination of negative results

In order to overcome the lack of negative results in the BMI literature, it is important to consider why negative results go under-reported. If academics are simply unfamiliar with the extent and consequences of this issue, then raising awareness of the problem may be sufficient. However, as Ioannides et al. point out, even well-intentioned scientists may be subject to biases that lead to the prioritizing of positive over negative results, in particular when these biases align with existing pressures in academia [44].

For instance, given the pressure to publish, authors perceiving lower probabilities of being able to publish negative results, may focus their efforts elsewhere than writing up a study with a negative result. The pressure to publish in high impact factor journals, which usually do not, or very rarely, publish negative results [45] (even though the same journals may claim such results are necessary [2]) could also implicitly train scientists to ignore negative results and ignore the value of failure in science. Negative results may also appear as much more difficult to interpret. Indeed, there could be many reasons for the observed negative results whereas positive results may simply help to confirm an hypothesis. Finally, scientific competition might sometimes lead some researchers not to report negative results, so that others would also waste their time on the same problem, thus making them less likely to publish first an important positive result. While it is unclear whether this problem affects the BMI community, and if it does, to which extent, it might still contribute to make negative results under-reported.

In addition to educating researchers and raising awareness of the issue, we can thus consider opportunities to set up incentives to encourage scientists to report their results, whether positive or negative. In the sections below we break down proposed solutions into suggestions at the methodological level, the publication level, and the community/institutional level.

4.1. At a methodological level

Scientists take pride in the self-correcting nature of science, however notions that remain unchallenged become dogma. The scientific process allowed disproval of long-standing beliefs like the geocentric universe theory or the idea of spontaneous generation. However, this process can only be achieved if we accept the worthiness of results that do not conform with the prevalent underlying hypothesis. Even though non-conformists are no longer burned to death, studies that fail the expected result are often reduced to ashes by the difficulty of making them part of the scientific debate.

Systemic factors contribute to the disregard of the so-called negative results. As mentioned above there is a bias in the publication system towards success stories that support the feeling of progress in the field. Hence, scientific journals and media relish on demonstrations of BMI systems irrespective of how solid the evidence of their claims is. In addition, there is a general misconception that there is nothing to be learned from these so-called negative results. This is even more pronounced in fields like BMI that rely heavily on empirical evaluations due to a lack of well-proven models of the brain processes these systems are trying to decode.

We argue that talking about positive or negative results is a distracting fallacy. So much of scientific methodology entails formalized training, however many BMI
researchers are able to make it through their entire careers without specific training in hypothesis development and statistical analysis, which explains in part why so many studies attempt to draw conclusions from under-powered studies. If you are seeking a pattern, there can be a tendency to dishonour the pattern that is truly there. Nonetheless, certain techniques may mitigate malpractice including: familiarization with critical thinking approaches to the scientific method [46], challenging assumptions through feedback from peers and applying non-biased formulations for predicting different experimental outcomes. The more mutually exclusive hypotheses are, arguably the greater the fruitfulness of the scientific enquiry. With widespread adoption of valid hypothesis testing, the stigma towards negative results may diminish. The granularity and testability of a study hypothesis directly influences the explanatory power and validity of the results, irrespective of whether the results are negative or positive. Overall, the success of an experiment should be measured by its ability to distinguish between different contingencies rather than attaining the anticipated outcomes without a supporting valid hypothesis.

As a community, we should foment studies that lead to better understanding and can potentially improve the state-of-the-art, irrespectively of whether the outcomes fulfil the initial hypothesis. This requires a more formal approach for designing experiments [47,48]. Data analysis methods should be appropriately chosen to assess the strength of the obtained results. This is particularly important in the BMI field where most studies involve small populations in one or just a few sessions. These studies are often statistically underpowered and therefore even positive results obtained in these conditions should not be considered sufficient evidence to draw solid conclusions. Importantly, this need is not exclusive to BMI but also pertains to closely related fields like neuroscience and cognitive psychology [49,50]. Nonetheless, specific characteristics and constraints of BMI scenarios make this approach more difficult. In particular, gathering data is highly demanding in terms of time and resources and the large variability within and across subjects makes it difficult to obtain meaningful results from such small sample sizes.

Nonetheless, several aspects can be taken into account to improve experimental methods design in BMI in order to obtain meaningful results. These include, among others, the choice of the experimental conditions to be tested, the types of subjects that are included in the study and the metrics used to assess performance. For sake of space, we briefly discuss some general recommendations (relevant material is found in previous publications on this topic [47,48,51–53]).

As mentioned above, one of the biggest limiting factors is the small sample size that take part in BMI studies. Given this constraint, an alternative is to privilege long-term studies over these small populations [54]. Such studies, although demanding, give a better assessment of how a BMI will work in its intended operational conditions [55,56]. Nonetheless, care should be taken to choose appropriate experimental protocols and analysis approaches for studies with small N, and results should not be interpreted as generalizable to larger populations. Additionally, studies should include relevant control conditions and tests to account for potential confounds that may exist. These include proper assessment of chance level and choice of statistical sets suitable for the chosen sample size [57,58].

In conclusion, consistent obtention of meaningful results, either confirming or refuting the initial hypothesis, would be possible by improving the experimental design. Hence, efforts should be made to incentivize this. One of them is the pre-registration of studies before they are performed. This will encourage devoting more efforts to design experimental protocols and data analysis methods (see below). Also, mentors should
take special care on teaching young researchers the inherent value of learning from failed, well-designed experiments. Last but not least, the gatekeepers of scientific communication – journal editors, conference chairs and hiring committees – should clearly adopt the idea that works should be evaluated based on the solidity of their results and the extent they are able to support valid conclusions. These last points will be further developed in the following sections.

4.2. At a publication level

Encouraging the reporting of negative results can also be made at a publication level, notably by encouraging or easing the submission/publication of manuscripts reporting valid negative results.

For instance, one way of doing so would be to organize special issues in scientific journals, and/or special sessions (with talks and/or posters) in scientific conferences, that are dedicated to report negative BMI results. This way, scientists who obtained negative results in a valid and rigorous way would not be afraid or reluctant to submit them as there would be a dedicated venue to do so. Such an approach would also provide more visibility to negative results, hopefully showing them under a more positive light, thus also favoring their future reporting. Hopefully, after a number of special issues and special sessions to bootstrap the process, and a number of negative results being published, publishing new negative BMI results should become natural and accepted, and thus should become a standard practice, as it should be.

At the publication level, reporting negative results is only partially in the hands of the researcher. Editors of journals and reviewers are often also biased toward positive results, and, thus, reluctant to accept reports on negative results. With the popularization of preprints services (e.g., arXiv.org and bioRxiv.org), there is a viable option for authors to make their research publicly available. Importantly, making a manuscript available as a preprint, in most cases, does not prevent subsequent publishing in a journal, as a large number of publishers and journals allow preprints.

These preprints are indexed by search engines and allow others to become aware of the work even if it has not been peer reviewed.

The study to be reported, however, is entirely in the hand of the researcher. If we follow systematically a line of thought with a sequence of thoroughly designed experiments, reporting of negative results should not be a problem as the message lies in the line of thought. The line of logic has to be made transparent and as simple as possible. Specifically in the so-called hard sciences, such as molecular biology, this accumulative method of inductive inference is systematically used and taught, and was termed strong inference (p. 347, [62]). The approach of inductive inference goes back to Francis Bacon [63] (cf. [63,62]). According to Platt, four steps are crucial for strong inference. Taub describes three additional steps that were formulated by T.C. Chamberlin [53,64]; Table 1 summarizes those steps and lists an example from the BMI field.

It is worth thinking of as many alternative hypotheses as possible which reflects the whole logical structure of a problem. The deducted sequence of experiments allows for a successive approximation (p. 111, [53]) to the phenomenon and guides interpretation of results. Those steps are familiar to all of us, but the difference arises from their

Note that for some journals it matters which copyright license you publish your preprint under (e.g., at the time of writing, IOP publishing does not allow preprints that have been published under a Creative Commons license.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Example for BMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Select a phenomenon</td>
<td>BMI inefficiency - a modulation of brain activity (e.g., SMR) cannot be detected by the BMI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ask a question about the phenomenon</td>
<td>Is BMI inefficiency influenced by age?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Devise alternative hypothesis (Platts step 1)</td>
<td>Is BMI inefficiency influenced by neurodegeneration? By intelligence?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Define and design a crucial experiment (Platts step 2)</td>
<td>Several BMI sessions with different age groups (independent variable); measure performance (dependent variable); conduct a power analysis to define the sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Carry out the experiment (Platts step 3)</td>
<td>Ensure adherence to the experimental procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Recycle the procedure, include sub-hypotheses (Platts step 4)</td>
<td>Sub-hypothesis: is performance moderated by the ability to focus attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Select for consideration a new phenomenon that emerged during the process</td>
<td>Is SMR-BMI performance influenced by the default EEG spectrum?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

systematic application. Applying this method more often and stringently in the field of BMI would increase the quality of studies and facilitate their subsequent publication independently of the results being positive or negative.

Finally, scientific advancement is only plausible when findings are deemed to be of sufficient credibility. In the face of the systemic publish or perish culture, the likelihood of scientific misconduct or overlook in research design, administration and interpretation by research groups is heightened. This can lead to mass publication of untrustworthy results, which is arguably demonstrated by the replication crisis [65]. The evolving open science research culture is bringing the robustness of scientific methodologies to the forefront, in order to reinstate trust in scientific findings. Registered reports are an example of such efforts, whereby, research articles with the proposed protocol and analyses are written up and peer reviewed by journals prior to the research being conducted. Acceptance of the protocol at this stage by journals guarantees publication irrespective of whether the results are positive or negative. Currently 187 journals ([https://cos.io/rr/](https://cos.io/rr/)) use registered reports publishing format as a regular submission option or as part of a special issue, however no BMI dedicated journals have implemented this submission format (although BMI research is published far and wide due to the multidisciplinary nature of the field). In addition, pre-registration of research designs is an additional effort, whereby researchers can publicly disseminate a data analysis plan prior to observing research results, to enhance scientific rigour and mark a priori explanatory versus exploratory hypotheses investigations. Another interesting initiative is the Open Science Framework (OSF) [66] (see also
http://osf.io, which provides, for free and open-source, online resources and tools to share research, i.e., to share protocols, codes, documents and data (among other), and to work collaboratively on them. Such initiatives also provide interesting guidelines about how to conduct studies, report them and share the data, see, e.g., OSF guidelines for M/EEG in [67] or the dedicated IEEE standards project for In Vivo Neural Interfaces (https://standards.ieee.org/project/2794.html). Note however, that these guidelines are typically designed for open-loop experiments whereas BCI research is fundamentally close-loop. Altogether, these initiatives naturally promote replicability and good scientific practices, both for positive or negative results. Successful adoption of the open science culture can thus enhance scientific credibility of publications and hence eliminate the systemic bias against negative results, and mitigate bad research practices like selective reporting of results or low statistical power.

4.3. At a community and institutional level

Even if changing researchers’ mindset about negative results may take some time, we could, as a scientific community, lead actions to promote more reasonable practices. In the following paragraphs, we suggest four levers of action, that could of course be completed by initiatives from the members of the BMI community. These levers are the following: promoting collaboration between teams, creating a shared platform, producing papers identifying open research questions and convincing institutions and editors about the necessity to publish negative results.

First, in order to advance the knowledge in our field, we should (as extensively mentioned herein-above) perform replication studies, to confirm or disprove previously published results (both positive and negative). To do so, we could for instance create consortia between research teams, with BMI researchers who would collaborate by sharing their protocols and BMI implementations, and replicating experiments led by other teams of the consortium they belong to. Such a practice would be beneficial in several ways. It would on the one hand enable the replications to be led in different contexts, thus getting rid of potential biases, and on the other hand enable us to increase the statistical power of our experiments by increasing the number of participants. It could also enable research teams to follow-up on previous experiments led by other teams.

In the same vein, in the age of internet, implementing a collaborative online service that facilitates discussion between researchers would be a reasonable approach. This online service could, among others, include a forum as well as a platform on which researchers could share paradigms and methods, share data and code, and store relevant papers. The Open Science Framework mentioned above is one tool that can make that possible, and thus, that should probably be considered by the BMI research community [66]. Indeed, scientific discussions and exchanges of ideas are engines that drive science forward. The BMI field is, by definition, interdisciplinary and the diversity of the knowledge areas involved is necessary to be successful. Concise and clear communication is essential. The advantage of such an approach is that discussions, ideas and results –including negative results– are preserved for the future. Querying the accumulated data would support researchers and allow them to progress faster. However, such an approach can only be successful if the community agrees to invest time and check plausibility and integrity of the contained information. So there is no short term gain but a long term investment.
Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 4.1, having valid research hypotheses and clear research questions would help to design experiments the outcome of which should be useful, be the results positive or negative. The BMI research community could favor this approach by publishing, possibly regularly (e.g., every couple of years) papers summarizing open questions and challenges in BMI research or on sub-parts of BMI research (e.g., open questions on EEG signal processing or on clinical BMI applications). Such papers could also provide possible alternative hypotheses targeting the current state of knowledge in BMIs, and that should be tested by the community. Such an approach would provide clear and valid research questions and hypotheses to be tested by BMI scientists, which could in turn favor relevant and insightful outcomes, be they positive or negative. Moreover, it would also encourage hypothesis-driven research, that aims at answering research questions deemed outstanding by the community, instead of being driven by the current bias towards seeking positive results only.

Nonetheless, the publication of such papers cannot be done without the consent and engagement of scientific editors. There, it seems that a change of paradigm is needed. Currently, the results novelty and the research originality seem most important for getting a paper accepted. Novelty, in an interdisciplinary field, however, is very challenging. What is novel for a biologist may not be new for a computer scientist and vice versa. Some journals started putting focus on the soundness of the methods rather than on the reviewers’ rating of the novelty of the approach. Such an approach allows publication of positive and negative results. If we want this sound approach to become mainstream, we should—as far as possible—get involved in editorial boards and push towards this direction. Then, if we want researchers to actually perform replication studies and publish negative results, we need first to ensure that it will not be detrimental for their career. More precisely, replication studies should be considered necessary to consolidate a theory, and not a loss of time; while the publication of negative results should be considered an advance in the field rather than a failure. For researchers to adopt this mindset, they should explicitly be encouraged, both by funding institutions (e.g., the European Research Council and national research agencies) and by academic institutions (e.g., University councils). We, once again as a scientific community and hopefully with the support of the BCI Society, may advise these institutions to recognize negative results and replication studies as being just as valuable as any other result/study. Finally, through our involvement in hiring committees, we could also promote applicants who have contributed to the field by leading replication studies and publishing negative results.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have described how (valid) negative results, which represent results that do not confirm our expectations, are too rarely reported in scientific publications, including in BMI publications. Nonetheless, such negative results can and are often very valuable and even necessary for scientific progress. We mentioned how they can indeed enable other labs to save time, allow to confirm or disprove current pieces of knowledge that may be false positives/negatives—which is particularly likely in BMI research given the small sample sizes used and the data variability—, or help us building and refining accurate and comprehensive models and theories, models and theories that the BMI field is still lacking.

In order to further illustrate the relevance of negative results, we presented a few actual examples of negative BMI results, which are useful to deepen our understand-
ing of BMI technology and usage. These examples included first a demonstration that questionnaires measuring MI abilities cannot always predict MI-BMI performances, second an illustration about the fact that hypnosis—which is hypothesized to increase attentional abilities—actually is detrimental to MI-BMI performances. The third example suggests that decoding emotions from EEG when using the IAPS for emotion elicitation may not achieve better-than-chance performances when considering class imbalance, while the fourth example illustrates the fact that negative results are necessary to understand what CLIS-ALS patients can or cannot do, e.g., regarding the use of a BMI.

In order to promote the diffusion of negative results, we suggested a number of levers, at different levels. At the methodological level, we suggested to improve our BMI experimental designs, by encouraging hypothesis-driven research, with clear research questions, and with suitable statistical tools and power, to ensure that any result from such studies would be valuable, whether it is positive or negative. We also suggested to promote the value of learning from “failed” experiments. At the publication level, we suggested to organize conference special sessions and journal special issues dedicated to negative results, to bootstrap the process of publishing them. We also recommended the use of pre-print publishing of negative results; to publish and present work based on principles such as strong inference and to pre-register experimental protocols. Finally, at the community and institutional levels, we argued for increasing collaborations between teams, with a shared research platform (e.g., with OSF), where all kinds of results could be shared. In general, following open science principles should increase the credibility, validity and relevance of published results, both positive and negative ones. We also recommended to produce opinion papers identifying current open BMI research questions, as well as to convince institutions and scientific editors of the value of negative results, so that these can be published and valued in a scientific career.

In the end, what we tried to convey was that for BMI research to progress, it should not matter so much whether the results obtained and reported are positive or negative. Rather, it should matter whether such results are valid and relevant, i.e., whether they notably originate from experiments and studies that followed rigorous and sound scientific practices and methodologies, are sufficiently powered, answer a clear hypothesis or research question, and are supported by appropriate statistical analyses. Indeed, as mentioned earlier, the use of terms such as “negative” and “positive” is probably misleading, as there is nothing negative about a so-called negative result (when it is valid of course). It is time to forget that vocabulary, and aim to obtain and publish “valid results”. Thus, with this paper, we aim at raising awareness in the BMI community on the need to report all their valid results, whether they are positive or negative. This paper is only a first step towards this goal, and we intend and encourage the initiation of a few others, in line with the suggestions mentioned above. To do so, we will need the help of the whole BMI community, to organize related events and to encourage the publication of negative results. For instance, it would be very useful to produce, in collaboration, publication, experimental and reviewing guidelines for BMI research. This approach has recently been initiated in the neurofeedback field [68][69]. This would favor relevant and valid BMI experimental designs, and thus useful and valid results, be they positive or negative. We also plan to launch a special issue dedicated to reporting negative BMI results to further promote them. We hope that the BMI community will join us in this endeavour.
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